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QlikView® NPrinting 16.4.0.0 release notes 

What’s new in this release? 

QlikView NPrinting is the reporting system for QlikView. Version 16.4.0.0 contains a lot of bug fixes. 
 
Support for Office 2016 

Starting from this service release (SR4) NPrinting 16 officially supports Microsoft Office 2016.  
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Improvements 
 

JPEG quality improved in Pdf reports from Office templates 

Office reports with JPEG images in the template produced pdfs with low quality images due to a 
compression during the generation process. 

 

Fields were not updated after Recipient Import 

When importing recipients with columns populated and mapped, the import worked fine, but if you 

imported some recipients again with some columns cleared they were not updated and the related fields 

remained filled. This is because the import recipients functionality didn’t manage the cancellation of field 

values. Starting from this release NPrinting has the new flag "Consider empty values" in the import 

recipients task, that permits clearing of the values in the recipients when the source has empty values. 
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Bug fixes 

The following bug fixes apply to QlikView NPrinting Service. 
 
Cannot import more than one linked field based filter from a file 

 
Only the first linked field based filter from an Excel file was imported. Also if you reimported the filters in a 
different order only the first linked field filter was correctly imported, and the others did not show the 
connections. 

 

On-Demand not producing reports when longer date ranges are selected 
 
On-Demand reports didn’t work when passing a large number of selections. If the number of selections 
was greater that a certain value, the On-Demand execution did not start and you got the error: "414 
Request-URI Too Long". With fewer selections On-Demand worked as expected.  
 

Service stops working without a warning 

NPrinting service stopped without any clear reason. For example, it could be due to a failure during the 
reload of the NPrinting files. Starting from this service release, the service restarts authomatically in the 
case of errors during the execution. 
 

Incorrect output format options in report task 

If you added, for example, an Excel, a PowerPoint and a Word report in a task, after saving, closing and 

re-opening the .nsq, the output formats for each report appeared wrong. This was due to a bug in the 

visualization of the output format that appeared if you sorted the column order. 

 

Error: “Could not find a part of the path” 

 

The error happened in the case of connection to a document with session access and the report cycled. 
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Filter5 was not correctly imported from Excel file 

 

Filter1, 2, 3 and 4 were imported correctly from an Excel file. Filter5 was created only if you used the filter 

syntax FieldName={value} and was not created in all other cases. 

 

Multiple On-Demand requests took too long a time 

 

If you launched many On-Demand reports at the same time, the generation time was increased. 

 

Apostrophe (') in output folder leads to 'Error: Invalid characters in path' 

Apostrophe (') is not on the list of invalid folder names in Windows, but a report task that saved output 

files to a folder with a name that includes an apostrophe (') failed with 'Error: Invalid characters in path'. 

 

Expression in chart title not returning correct results  
 
If you added a filter to an object in a report template, the filter was not applied to the title of the chart so it 
was not correct in the generated report. 
 

Wrong Japanese characters orientation on PDF created from PowerPoint templates 

 
Vertical Japanese characters in PowerPoint report templates were exported to PDF horizontally.  
 

Confirmation dialog was not shown on Schedule setting 

 

Confirmation dialog was not shown when closing the Schedule dialog, also if you edited something. 
 

NPrinting Server log stops for no reason 

 

During a scheduled job execution, logs stop being written without any reason and the job finishes 

successfully. Starting from this release, if the current log file is locked (for example because it is in read 

only mode), NPrinting will create a new log file for the current date with a new progressive number. 

 

Filter doesn't pick up new value when manually re-entering a number 
 
A filter did not pick up a new value when a number was re-entered manually. This was caused by a 
visualization bug now corrected. 

 

QlikView syntax was not recognized in chart legends of pivot table reports  

The chart legends did not correctly enumerate the QlikView syntax that was found in the chart header. 
This was because headers of columns were inserted as static text. Starting from this service release, if 
the headers are not empty they will be copied over the serie/dimension names in the chart's workbook. 

 
 
Broken layout in PDF Reports 

Table is cut off in PDF reports due to a bug now resolved. 
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Multiple copies of the first cycled report when password protected 
 

A task with a cycled report protected with password created multiple copies of the first cycled report. The 

password used is the one you can add in the task, advanced options of the report, enable security and 

select protect using recipient passwords. 

 

Euro symbol (€) did not appear in zipped files 

 

If you created a report with the symbol '€' in the file name and you added it in a task with the compressing 

function, the '€' character was replaced with '_' or other characters (depending in the zip tool) in the 

generated .zip file. Other characters had the same problem. Starting from this release NPrinting supports 

file names with unicode  characters inside zip files. 

 

Recipients import fails to import SecurityUserID if SecurityPassword is blank 

 

Recipient import failed to import security user id field when the security password field was blank or was 

not used. 

 

Clear all selection was not applied when importing recipients from a QlikView document 

 

The "Clear all selection" option was not applied for recipient import tasks even if the recipients were 

imported from a QlikView document (.qvw). If you created a connection to a .qvw with the “Clear all 

selection” option activated and you imported recipients from a filtered QlikView table, the filters were not 

removed so only selected recipients were imported. 

  

A new Word template generates a report with a page break 
 
When you clicked on the New Template button, after creating a new Word report, you get a two page 
Word template instead of a single page. NPrinting added a page break. 
 

More than 25 .nsq tasks will not show in monitoring tool 
 

When you added more than 25 NPrinting projects (.nsq files) in the QlikView NPrinting Server files, the 

26th was not showed in the monitoring tool. Starting from this release there are no limits to the number of 

NSQ files you can insert in the service configuration. 

 
Monitoring Tool Task Does Not Get Removed When Associated NSQ Is Removed 
 

If you added multiple NPrinting project (.nsq files) with many schedules associated and you removed one, 

but not all, of the NSQs, related schedules were not removed from the Monitoring Tool tab. This 

happened if you added more copies of the same NPrinting project files, because the internal keys are the 

same. Starting from this version, you can add multiple copies of the same NSQ files and remove them 

correctly. 
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Using <deleterow> multiple times in a row caused Nprinting crashes 

 

Using multiple <deleterow> statements in the same row of an Excel report template caused NPrinting 

crashes with the error:”Access violation at address 00402B5A in module 'NPrinting.exe'. Write of address 

00000004”. It is not normal to add many <deleterow> statements in the same row, but starting from this 

release it is allowed. 

 

Selecting more then 1000 values in a filter field did not work 

 

If you selected more than 1000 values in the list of a filter you get the wrong results, like duplicated or 

missing values, in the produced reports. 

 

The flag "Send E-mail on external requests" was not saved 

 

The flag "Send E-mail on external requests" was not saved. 

 

Copy and Cut icons were wrong in Message Editor 

 
In Report task -> Message -> Editor the icons for Copy and Cut were inverted. 


